
 
   

 

FQ60CPO  

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER 4 DOORS, 
ENERGY RATING: A+  

 
REFRIGERATOR:

No Frost

Storage volume fresh food compartment: 385 l

Fan assisted cooling

Multiflow

Natural Plus Blu Light

Interior light

Extra-fresh zone

Glass shelf to cover fruit and vegetable container

Bottle shelf

INNERDOOR:

Balcony storage with metal supports

2 adjustable balconies

2 balcony shelves with transparent covers

2 bottle balconies with metal wire

FREEZER****:

Storage frozen food compartment: 155 l

No-Frost

5 drawers

Fast freezing compartment

Plastic shelves

Manual ice-maker

Fast freezing button

Multizone

Annual energy consumption: 455 kWh

Electrical connection rating: 190 W

Climatic class: SN, N, ST, T

Noise level: 46 dB(A)

Freezing capacity: 13 kg/h

Temperature rising time: 15 h

Voltage: 220-240 V

Current: 0.95 A

Frequency: 50 Hz

Functions

Versions

 

 

 
 

FQ60PAO - CREAM

FQ60CAO - ANTHRACITE

FQ60CAO  



 

 
A+:
Energy efficiency class A+ helps to save up to 10% energy compared to class A. Maximum performance with minimum consumption is 
guaranteed.

No Frost:
The No Frost and Frost free systems prevent ice from forming so that no defrosting is required.

Power saving mode:
The power saving mode allows you to disable the refrigerator and keep the freezer working.

Fast freezing:
The fast freezing function brings the temperature of the compartment down when activated a few hours prior to usage.

Economical mode:
Analyzes fridge functioning during the activation and optimizes the operating cycle in order to reduce power consumption.

Life Plus 0°C:
The temperature in the Lifeplus compartments is kept at 0°C, which preserves fresh meat and fish longer.

Air plus:
keeps food fresher for longer.

Multizone:
Multizone compartment can be used as a refrigerator or a freezer compartment. Depending on your needs and eating habbits, you can select 
settings, program the temperature using.

LED interior lighting:
is a more energy efficient and long lasting way of illuminating the interior of the appliance.

Ventilated:
Forced distribution of cold air in the refrigerator compartment, which allows even temperature distribution within the fridge.

 




